The Albanian Litigation civil
process implemented with
the amendments Law no.
38/2017
The most important part, as same
as the administrative process,
consist in carrying out all the
necessary preparatory actions of
the proceeding in written form,
before the first court hearing, as
assigned by the judge, take place.
According to these steps, the
plaint, all together with the
evidence as well as the defense
statement with the evidences
attached, should be notified to the
parties by mail or e-mail, before
the first hearing session.
The same method should be
applied also for all the preparatory
actions and the expertise.
The major purpose of this new
procedure is to reduce the number
of court hearing sessions for each
case in only one hearing (except
specific cases where is needed
the gathering of other evidence,
like witness, etc.).
In this light, the new reform has
brought a fundamental reduction
of the court hearings and therefore
leading in one hand in a reduction
of the court proceeding duration,
and on the other hand the judges
will have the opportunity to have
more time in order to give the
needed focus to different cases
and to study each and every
circumstance, so to optimize the
result in better motivated and
argued judgments.
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LPA LEGAL Ltd is a Leading Albanian law firm, situated in the capital Tirana. Today, the firm is considered
to be the leading law firm in the field of business law and corporate law.

The firm’s structure, with a high level of specialization enables the firm to offer its clients efficient legal
advice as well as personal service. Besides its focus on corporate law, energy, commercial real estate the
firm is mainly engaged in litigation, competition law as well as matters of general business and civil law.
Due to the wide range of the firm’s clientele, which covers small and medium size enterprises as well as
large companies, the firm is in the position to present solutions for legal problems of various kinds and
dimensions.
Some of our international Clients include:
E-ON , Ferrero Group, Allianz, Luxottica Group, Thomson Reuters, Hitachi - Maxell, IUCN, LR Health &
Beauty Systems, Electrolux
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